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Preface
The Gdansk-Model is based on the strength cooperation between vocational schools and diverse
companies, allowing the arrangement of training courses according to real needs prevailing on the
labour market. Educationally trained practitioners act as company representatives that reside in the
vocational schools. These companies establish workshop rooms housed within the vocational
schools building and train students practically. The benefit to companies is customized training
according to their needs, and the benefit for schools is a secure and well monitored practical
training environment with the latest equipment used in the profession.
The first phase in successfully implementing the Gdansk Model requires closer inspection of the
needs of vocational education centres and the benefits to companies. This research and analysis
step may be carried out in-house as perceived by vocational personnel, but may be more
comprehensive by including opinions given by external sources as businesses or chambers of
commerce. The better it is understood about the needs of VET and the benefits to companies, the
more likely strong mutually beneficial relationships will be produced and nurtured.
Following this analysis during the implementation phase, piloting schools were better able to
formulate a strategy for annually promoting to enterprises the ‘Best Enterprise System for Training’
according to the Gdansk Model. Educational personnel understand better what is needed to
improve vocational education and training and what benefits will be attractive to companies as
they approach them for cooperation.

Involvement of companies in the vocational education and training
To raise the interest of the companies for getting involved in the practical vocational education and
training we contrasted the needs of VET with the benefits for companies following the questions:
“What are the needs of vocational schools and training centres concerning content/curriculum;
facilities; finances; networks; reputation?” and “How do companies benefit from it?”
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Needs of vocational education providers

Links

Access

Input

•communication with companies to better match competencies with changes in the work environment
•more student practice placements in companies
•direct involvement and networks between vocational schools and world of work (enterprises, chambers of
commerce, trade unions, employeers associations)

•teachers and students visit companies to learn about new practices, technologies, and operation
•support system that facilitates active involvement of companies to better match competencies with the
the world of work
•vocational teachers are trained in enterprises in new technologies, equipment and practices

•school borrows new equipment and technolgies currently used in companies
•companies donate new equipment and technologies
•companies provide lecturers with technical expertise to students during lessons
•Companies train trainers that they stay abreast of industry standards, practices and technologies

Benefit for companies

Access

Input

•access to educated, trained and skills workers according to the company's needs, especially in IT and new
technologies
•access to future staff more responsible and committed to their work
•availability of school facilities to train company staff with little or no cost
•free promotion of company's name, products and service among possible future customers

•training teachers on company's products or services, thus promoting brand image
•teachers learn the technology of the company and incorporate this into lessons
•workshops equipped with company's products, brochures and advertisements
•company may evaluate students skills and potential employability in the future

•Interest in the company and its products will increase among future professionals
•companys can become advisors and promoters to the school
•reduced job center mediation, working now directly with vocational training centers
•close relations with school management and staff also future clients for products or services

Links
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